Mindys Musings

Everyone has a story. It’s true. Some are sad stories of hardship and tragedy , while others are
full of laughter and joy. I’ve been transfixed by tales of travel to the farthest reaches of the
globe, or daring adventures of skydiving, bunji jumps and scuba diving (nothing, by the way I
would EVER try- these people are nuts. Who jumps out of a perfectly good
airplane?)Mammoth acts kindness and courage renew my faith in mankind, and Ive been bored
senseless by a neighbor who has chosen me as the sounding board for their inane anecdotes.So
you see- good, bad or boring- everyone has a story.Mindy’s musings is a collection of my real
life experiences stemming from every day encounters with family, friends and colleagues.
These seemingly mundane events are anything but boring!You’ll meet Mom, a leading
competitor and favorite to take the gold in the Jewish Mother Olympics. Her best friends,
Food and Worry, make frequent appearances, as do a host of characters who will make you
scratch your head, laugh or really feel good about your own situation.As you thumb through
the pages of my “escapades through the extraordinarily ordinary”, you’ll learn how I to use
humor to combat fear, anxiety and a myriad of other challenges. Lessons of how to handle
Mom’s false arrest at TJ MAXX and coping with party disasters will be bestowed upon you.
Finally, this digest of the daily dilemmas that result from both voluntary and involuntary
human interaction is chalk full of priceless nuggets that are sure to remind you of someone you
know- maybe even yourself!
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answered! So. what brought all of this on? (you might ask) Well, just about a month ago I had
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12, 2012 My dear, kind friend You will never see this letter, still, I have to write what is in my
heart and hope that somehow, some way, you will know mindfulness Mindy Scime Mar 4,
2011 It seems that I have done nothing but travel the last little while. North. South. East.
West. You name it, Ive gone that direction recently. and cue the applaaaaaauuuusssse Mindys Musings - blogger Mindy Levy is an independent author living in the Southeastern
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